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From the President

By Robert Barnett

Wow! I can’t believe we are at year’s end already. But the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club has had a
great year. While Thanksgiving was last month, I am going to offer some well-deserved thanks to some of
our members:
Thanks to Gil and Virginia Freitag for hosting our San Jac Christmas party once again - as they have
for over 40 years!!!
Thanks to Bob Sabol and Terri Brogoitti for putting together 12 issues of The Derail, our outstanding
monthly newsletter.
Also to our several Derail regular contributors: Dave Currey, Al Partlow, Brian Jansky, Pete Leach,
Kelly Russell, Don Formanak, and numerus other authors.
Thanks to Craig Brantley for assembling another year of excellent Fall Layout Tours as well as the
layout tours for the 2017 Lone Star Region Convention.
Thanks to Steve Sandifer for chairing the 2017 Greater Houston Train Show (and volunteering to host
the 2018 GHTS).
And speaking of shows: Thanks to Robert Ashcraft and Randall Wilson who put together an
excellent Lone Star Region Convention in June.
And thanks to all our San Jac members who volunteered as chairs for the various tasks and prepared
clinics at the LSR Convention.
Thanks to David Currey for beating the bushes for really quality presentation at each of our Club
Meetings this year.
And to all our members who answered Dave’s call and presented clinics at the GHTS and the San Jac
Meetings.
And thanks to our treasurer, Dick Louvet, for paying all our bills and keeping us solvent.
And most of all thanks to and for all our members. Without you we could not have presented monthly
clinics, hosted the Greater Houston Train Show, hosted a Regional Convention and hosted dozens of open
houses in November.
And----- at the January meeting we will have a sign-up sheet for staffing the San Jac table at the World’s
Greatest Hobby show and for shifts at our own Greater Houston Train Show a couple of weeks later.

Merry Christmas and Let’s Do it All Again in 2018!!!

Bob Barnett
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Notes From the Observation Car

By Don Formanek

Geared steam locomotives are my favorite type of locomotives. They were used mainly for logging, mining
and construction as well as for switching operations. Their gearing gave them an advantage over rod type
engines in being able to accelerate faster with heavy loads. That was an advantage for switching operations
because of the large amount of starting and stopping, but because of their gearing their top speed was limited.
With all wheels being driven they had a high tractive effort. They were used by some of the mainline railroads
because of being able to negotiate small radius curves in some industrial and port switching locations.
From a sign on a Class “C” Shay at the Pennsylvania Railroad Museum
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Using Real Dirt on the Layout

(Author Unknown)

Submitted by Mark Couvillion

First--go get some dirt! Store it in a coffee can or other suitable dirt-holding receptacle.
Second--go to a thrift store and get a cheap Pyrex baking pan and a flour sifter or mesh strainer. This will
reduce marital stress, as well as the risk of grit in the casserole.
Third--sift that dirt! This will get out large rocks, vegetable matter and other unsuitable debris. For fine dirt,
use a tea strainer or an old pair of nylon stockings (you might pick one up at the thrift store too, rather than
risk marital stress hijacking the wife's stockings.) Me, I'm lazy and just use a sifter.
Fourth--Run a magnet over it! If the dirt is glued down well it won't be as much of an issue, but a few
minutes with a magnet will produce a surprising amount of ferric material (at least the dirt I collect does-perhaps because I collect dirt from land that used to be a railroad yard!)
Fifth--Bake it! Use a flat baking pan or cookie sheet--you want to have as much of the dirt exposed to air as
possible. A big pot won't work--the dirt in the middle won't get the right treatment. Bake at 250 degrees for
about an hour, then shut the oven off and leave the door ajar. This will kill critters and seeds (I used dirt on a
layout when I was a kid and didn't take this step--to my surprise, real grass started growing on my layout!)
and dry the dirt thoroughly. Let the dirt cool until it is room temperature (overnight, if possible) and store in
an airtight container.
Sixth: Deploy dirt! Personally I like to undercoat the terrain with paint close to the dirt color in order to
avoid white spots where the dirt might not have stuck (I use Sculptamold and drywall mud for terrain
sculpting.) Ideally while this paint is still wet, sprinkle it with a small spoon over your area to be dirted up.
Once the dirt is on the layout you might want to use your fingers or a cheap paintbrush to scoot the dirt
around where it should be.
Seventh: Time for alcohol! No, not a beer break, it's time to soak the terrain in rubbing alcohol. This will
allow the glue you're going to apply next to soak in better. I use a small spray bottle.
Eighth: Time for glue! With all this talk of alcohol and glue it may seem that this process is mind-altering,
but no, this is nice innocent diluted white glue, matte medium, or Woodland Scenics scenic cement. Using a
spray bottle or an eyedropper, spray the glue onto the dirt. The alcohol will help it soak into the dirt
thoroughly--if it balls up on the surface, hit it with some more alcohol until it dissolves readily into the dirt.
All this fluid may cause some of the dirt to roll off the high spots of the terrain--hit these spots with a little
more glue, drizzle on a little more dirt and give it a shot of alcohol to soak in. Repeat as needed until your
dirt is in place--or three sheets to the wind.
Ninth: Time for foam! Since your terrain is all covered in glue anyhow, this is a good time to add ground
foam or other sprinkled scenic treatment that you'd attach in the same fashion.
Tenth: Cleanup! Let everything dry, then suck up or blow off any loose dirt. A vacuum cleaner (to suck up)
or a can of compressed air (to blow off) is good for this. Avoiding excess loose dirt will prevent any ferrous
bits you missed during the magnet step from flying into your engines' electric motors.
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The Hobby Bench

By Pete Leach

Red’s Lobster Shack
Inspiration to model the Maine 2-ft Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington Railway began innocently one
summer Sunday morning back in 1996. My wife was watching an episode of CBS Sunday Morning with
Charles Osgood. They had a feature on a restaurant that was supposed to have the best lobster rolls in New
England. She said “We should go there!” I asked her where and she said it was in Wiscasset, Maine.
Hmm... I love lobster, but I also remembered there was a railroad museum paying homage to the WW&F
Ry., a railroad I had read about in the book: Two Feet to Tidewater. Wow, a chance eat lobster AND see
trains!
A few weeks later, we set out one beautiful September morning from our home in New Hampshire on the
two-and-a-half-hour trip to the town of Wiscasset. I had done some research on the railroad museum and
skimmed through the book again. I was excited to check out the railroad!
As we approached Wiscasset on U.S. 1, I turned to my wife and asked: “So, what’s the name of this place?”
My wife glanced at me with a panicked look: “I don’t remember!” Great, 2 and a half hours in the car to eat
the “best lobster roll in New England” and no idea of the name of the place. I smiled and told her: “Don’t
worry, I am sure we can find it.” Well, at least I was going to see trains, I said to myself!
Driving through town I scoured the roadside looking for who could have that elusive roll. I passed many
deep-fried locales, but none struck me as the place. Then, as we headed down hill approaching the bridge
over the Sheepscot River, I saw what I was looking for: a line of people stretched out from a small shack
named Red’s. We were not disappointed. The meat of a whole lobster served “naked” (no mayo or relish,
etc.) on a toasted roll with a side of drawn butter. Heaven on a bun!

Fig 1 – Red’s Lobster Shack
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach
Later, we drove north from Wiscasset on route 218 towards the small town of Alna. A left on Cross Road
and there it was: the Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington Railway Museum. There was a small yard with a 3
-stall engine house and a few smaller buildings scattered around the grounds. Tickets were purchased at the
gift shop for a steam powered train ride aboard Coach No 3 behind Forney No 10. While waiting to board
the train, my wife and I struck up a conversation with one of the locals. It turned out to be a friendly
gentleman named Fred Morse. He was sitting in a chair leaning against the wall telling yarns in his
Downeast Maine speak. He invited us back for their annual Columbus Day weekend track work session.
We did indeed return that October, and every October for the next 15 years! Below is a photo of Fred I took
during a visit in 2016! I think he was sitting in the same chair as our first meeting!

Fig 2 – Fred Morse (in the brown jacket on the right) still telling yarns in 2016

I continued my N Scale modeling for several years as I began to collect research materials on the WW&F. I
knew I would build a model of it someday. As most of you know, I have been building a bedroom sized
layout since I moved to Texas in 2012. I am enjoying ongoing process of learning about the railroad and the
people that ran it. I am working on modeling the town of Wiscasset and the quaint waterfront served by the
narrow gauge.
So, what of Red’s? I didn’t intend to include a model of Red’s on my layout as it didn’t exist in the mid1920s I am modeling. Well, my wife spotted a Deerfield River Laser kit labeled “Lobster Shack” at a train
show and she told me I should get it. What do you do when your spouse tells you to buy something at a train
show? You buy it, of course!
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The Hobby Bench (Cont.)

By Pete Leach

Fig 3 – Model of Red’s with Details

The kit was a pretty basic, consisting mainly of walls, roof and floor. I scratch built the deck, railing, and
hoist for hauling traps from boats on the water below. I added studs to the inside walls and a bunch of
details: Barrels, work benches, a stove, lobster traps, ropes, etc. Then I placed it on pilings close to the
location of the current Red’s Eats. Red is an Arista figure and is watching a trap being hoisted up for repair.
There is a good supply of split wood stacked outside for the stove to keep the pot of coffee hot.

Fig 4 – Model of the Fictional Red’s on the Layout

Visiting the real Red’s Eats started me on a journey that continues today. Seeing the model of Red’s on my
layout brings back great memories of my many trips to Wiscasset to work on the railroad AND eat those
delicious lobsta’ rolls! I bet your inspiration has a story to tell! So, what’s on your hobby bench?
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Derail Archives MAY 2011
Pigs Can’t Fly...but Layouts Can!

Submitted by Richard Louvet

By Don Bozman

Dr. Catalin Loghin has a teenage son Andrei who was our Division 8 youth award winner 3 years ago.
Together they have spent the last 4 years detailing an 8’ – 4” X 14’ – 0” double decked layout. The railroad is
packed with all the latest electronic bells and whistles. The DCC layout includes a computer interphace with
Digatrax turnout controls and block occupancy detection. Individual trains can be identified with the use of
transponders, and later they plan to add trackside signals. A dispatcher board control panel is on their laptop.
Andrei has done all the scenery and built all the structures while his Dad did the electrical.
All seemed fine in the world, each enjoying his part of the hobby to the fullest. Many fine structures had been
built and placed on the layout, the scenery was about half finished, all the electrical had been tested out and
worked well, and the trains were running flawlessly. Then the family decided to build a new house.
Leaving the existing layout behind was not an option. Not after all the work that had gone into the railroad. So
the new house had to have a train room…..a large train room that allowed for an expanded layout to twice the
original size and also include the original layout. The benchwork was originally built in three pieces, so
moving would not be too much of a problem. Putting identifying tags on about 70 wires (two times)
underneath before cutting the three pieces apart did take a while. Passing through doorways and into a U-Haul
truck would be a tight fit, but not
impossible.
All was good until the new house was
nearly finished, and it was discovered
that the layout pieces were too big to
make a turn in the upstairs hallway of the
new house. Determined to find a
solution, the builder was called in for
consultation. Their solution was to use an
upstairs double door going out onto a
small balcony. But the balcony would be
in the way, so the builder held off on
attaching it to the house until after the
layout could be moved. A crane was first
considered, but a forklift was decided
upon to lift the layout pieces up to the
second floor.
In all my years……….and they are
many, I’ve seen a couple of layouts
moved and heard of several others, but
I’ve never seen a layout fly, or at least
hover 15 feet in the air moving from one
home to another. But believe it or not, it
just happened.
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Derail Archives MAY 2011
Pigs Can’t Fly...but Layouts Can! (Cont.)

Submitted by Richard Louvet

By Don Bozman

Fortunately it was a beautiful day and not much wind. Everything was moved from the old to the new house
with no significant damage thanks to the care taken by the guys helping with the move. Plans are to have the
original layout reassembled and construction started on the expansion by the end of summer. The layout went
first, but the Loghin family will follow shortly, and the flying layout awaits.
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School Model Railroad Club

By JayC Williams

(**Editor’s Note: The Derail would like to welcome new member, JayC Williams. He has a very enthusiastic young group of train
modelers at his school. Please read to see how we can help the next generation.)
Good morning Jay: Welcome to the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club. Attached please find our monthly newsletter The Derail of
which I am the editor. I noticed that you started a model railroad club for students and that would be an interesting article for our
Derail. If you are interested in doing so in the future let me know.
Best wishes,
Bob Sabol

Good evening Bob:
Thank you for the good wishes. We are still in the infancy of our model railroad club at school, but I would be glad to share updates
as we go along. We started with an initial series of discarded trainsets donated to our group combined with 2 slabs of 4'x8'x2" foam
to build our initial layout. I supplied some models from my own minor collection, and with those our students are finishing their
own first layout/test bed to cut their teeth on. Our principal has provided a reasonable outlay of money to buy track, and so in the
new semester we hope to build an HO modular layout following NMRA standards. The new railroad will be the Houston, Orange,
Galveston, and Gulf (HOGG MS). The students seem enthused with the challenge, and many are interested in getting their feet wet
with the basic skills of modelling (scenery, kit building, scratchbuilding, painting/decaling). I will keep you apprised of their
progress and will of course be sharing the Derail with them tomorrow. We are fortunate that students get 30 minutes of club time
daily M-TH and 90 minutes after school on Wednesdays (schedule allowing).
In Peace,
JayC. Williams
Good Morning Jay. Thanks for the info. What scale? I will see if our club can offer support to your project in some way. The
main objective of the SanJac club is to promote the hobby.
Bob
Good afternoon Bob. we are working predominantly in HO, although we have some N scale and one of our students is an N scale
enthusiast (he is a member of the Ncrowd). Anything that can be provided would be welcomed. I would even go so far as to say we
would welcome visitors, albeit they have to follow HISD guidelines. I will get specifics on this and pass them on. The students
meet Monday-Thursday from 10:32-11:06 and after school on most Wednesdays from 3:45-5:00. Currently we have 8 boys and 1
girl, but interest is growing as they see the scale and scope of our project. So growth is expected. Being kids, they like the idea of
awards and competition, so I've shown them the NMRA Achievement pages, and a few expressed interest in trying to meet the
requirements of the Golden Spike award. I love their enthusiasm, though I try to temper it with an eye to the level of work that is
required to achieve their goals. Any guidance that can be provided would be welcome.
I grew up in Beaumont, and my father was active in the NRHS chapter. So I was around some serious model railroader in my
childhood. I wish I'd paid better attention. I saw them build layouts in homes and a modular layout for display, and have tried to
recollect as many of the details from that as possible. At the same time I have been rereading every Model Railroader magazine I
ever had, and using their online archive to read things from the past. With the students we are trying to be as creative as possible,
and anywhere I can fall back and use an older technology I am. I feel it helps the kids understand the basics, so they can grow into
the newer technologies. We are wiring our layouts DC, and setting track up for multiple cab control. Our initial layout (4'x8') has
two levels, giving me a chance to work the kids into ideas like scale and grade. We've laid the track for the first level using snap
track donated onto cork roadbed I bought. We pinned it into place with track nails but haven't glued it yet. Tomorrow we're going to
start foam work on the escarpment and tunnels for the lower level track, and hope to start the upper level scenery next week. I'm
trying to space out work days and running days, and letting the kids take breaks as we go. Right now running days are really basic,
but they seem to learn a little more each day, and their knowledge grows with each little misstep.
I hope this helps describe where we are in the process, allowing you to better gauge our needs.
Sincerely,
JayC. Williams
The Derail — January 2018
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 23
In this installment of the series, we are going to take a
look at realistic operations on a small, yet
prototypical, industrial switching layout. The layout
was built by Kansas City modeler Keith Jordan. The
layout provides both interesting modeling and
operating possibilities in the size space that most of
us have available.
The model railroad represents the Santa Fe’s Los
Angeles industrial switching area known as “The
Patch” in the early to mid-1950s. The area, near the
old Santa Fe First Street Yard and just west of the
Los Angeles River, included numerous and various
size industries with a unique traffic mix that existed
into the 1970s.
The layout features all of the key elements that make
for really interesting model railroading possibilities.
Included are a small yard, freight house, locomotive
service area, and street running (alley running in this
case), in addition to really interesting industrial
structures of various shapes and sizes.
Operationally, the layout is DCC control, but one
could certainly use a small DC power pack. While a
single operator works well, the use of a two-man
crew really makes for more efficient switching
operations. For paperwork, Keith utilizes a switch
list plus “route card” forms for his car routing system.
On the prototype, these cards were filled out by a
clerk and stapled to the tack boards or actual side of a
wood car. They contain information such as the car
number, contents, destination and, most importantly,
the industrial zone where the car is going. Zone
numbers may also reflect distant destinations or other
railroads. On the model railroad, these cards are used
in place of a car card/waybill for the conductor/
engine foreman to prepare a switch list. Operating
sessions merely “roll” from one shift to the next, so
restaging is not required.
Layout construction is simple, using two box grids
topped with plywood. The boxes are attached to the
wall studs with lag screws and to each other where
The Derail — January 2018

BY AL PARTLOW

they join at the outside corner. Utilizing an outside
corner creates a strong visual separation of the two
layout areas. Unique to ‘The Patch” is the sharp
curve at the corner where the running track actually
passes between structures built on the curve as on the
prototype. While Keith does not use any legs to
support the layout, legs could be installed to avoid
attaching to the wall or even modular benchwork
such as Sievers or Mianne could be used.
Structures and scenery may vary from the very
simple to as detailed as time and resources allow.
One may also decide later to go back and detail to a
very high level. Many of the structures on Keith’s
version are either Walthers Cornerstone kits or
modulars with a few scratch-built ones as well. The
ground cover is basically Arizona Rock and Minerals
Industrial Dirt to represent California scenery. For
streets, Keith used the Walthers Street System for
very effective city streets and rail crossings. Along
the aisle, small plaques with the name and related
spots for a given industry replace actual structures.
Motive power and rolling stock requirements are
minimal due to the small size of the layout. Any
short wheel base switching locomotive appropriate
for the era will suffice. The addition of sound to the
locomotive certainly adds another interesting
operating dimension and is highly recommended.
The number of freight cars on the layout obviously
depends on the number of industries modeled, but
suffice it to say that one could certainly get by with a
relatively small freight car roster. Car types would
need to reflect the industries served; however, a wide
variety of equipment could be used, with box cars
and reefers going to the warehouses, gondolas or flat
cars to the team track, and tank cars and covered
hoppers to the engine service facility.
In terms of an operating session, Keith’s layout
provides two to three hours of switching for even the
most experienced operators. The crew goes on duty
at the engine service facility, where the conductor
picks up the switch list for one of the three shifts.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 23
In this example, the crew is working the midnight
shift, or in Santa Fe parlance “Switch Job 322”,
which means the third shift as indicated by the
number “3”, and the industrial zone “22” which is
“The Patch”.
The first work is switching the freight house with
loads for the inbound side and empties for the
outbound track. Cars that are pulled from the freight
house go to the yard for disposition. Any engine
service facility loads must also be spotted and
empties pulled per our switch list. The next action
involves pulling cars from the yard and lining them
up for our trip around “the curve” to the various
industries. Considerable thought must go into this
process due to the track configuration and the number
of trailing and facing point moves we will encounter.
The area we will be switching does not include
unlimited run-around trackage, so we need to have
our cars grouped for each industry, including trailing
and facing point directions. After we get through the
structures on “the curve”, we find ourselves on an
alleyway “running track” with industrial tracks on
either side. The prototype was two city blocks long
and had more than a dozen industries that were rail
served. Forty or more cars were not unusual for

BY AL PARTLOW

“Patch Jobs”, although on the model railroad, ten cars
are typical. Our job has cars for Phillips Poultry,
Southwestern Bag, Barker Brothers Furniture,
Maxwell House Coffee, and Western Banana.
After all our loads are spotted, we line up our train of
empties for the shove back to First Street Yard. Our
night is not over however, as we must switch out cars
going to the same “zone” and place them in
respective tracks in the yard. We make up a new
switch list in order to group cars into designated
“zones”. All in all, a good night’s work in “The
Patch”.
So, what have we learned from “The Patch”? First, it
is possible to have a great layout, regardless of size.
A small layout provides the opportunity to detail as
time and resources permit. One can also go back
later and add more detail if he chooses. Second, even
on a small layout, if prototype practices and
procedures are followed, it still takes a significant
amount of time to perform realistic switching
operations. Finally, layout size has no effect on the
amount of fun or feeling of satisfaction one can have
from building an operating model railroad.
If you would like additional information on “The
Patch”, you can log on to www.patchrailroad.net.

Photos by Keith Jordan
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WEB World #6

By Kelly Russell

Merry Christmas from the Wide World of Trains ... Enjoy a video from Disney Yacht Club
Disney's Yacht Club Holiday Train Set and Christmas Tree 2011 Walt Disney World

December Minutes

By Richard Louvet

December was the annual San Jac Christmas party. There was no formal meeting.
Treasurer’s Report
The November 30 bank balance was $13,786.24. Expenses for the month were $399 for printing and
$504 for Harvey donations.
Mark Couvillion rose to personally thank the club members who contributed to his Harvey relief.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary/Treasurer
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Christmas Party Pictures
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Photos by Brian Jansky
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX
Click here for directions

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers
President: Robert (Bob) Barnett
rbarnett@ljaengineering.com
Vice-President: David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Director at Large: Chuck Lind MMR
chucklind46@gmail.com
Past President: Rex Ritz
icrex@yahoo.com

Derail Staff

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

Next Meeting
TUESDAY, JANUARY 2

“East Texas Logging”

Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com
Engineer: Terri Brogoitti
tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com

by

Chuck Lind

Brakemen:
David N. Currey
texasandlouisiana@msn.com
Don Formanek
locogeared@gmail.com
Brian Jansky
brianj844@gmail.com
Pete Leach
pleachtx55@gmail.com
Richard Louvet
rlouvet@att.net
Al Partlow
alswitch@aol.com
Kelly Russell
krussl@yahoo.com

Refreshments:
Virginia Freitag (drinks)
Chuck Clark (cookies)

Video Corner

Run 8! Roaring EMDs on
Tennessee Pass, Colorado – 1992
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPgzddVuLTk&t=302s
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